
 
 

 

 
5 NGHTS / 6 DAYS PORT BLAIR & HAVELOCK ISLAND  
 
 

The Travel Company India welcomes you to the world of adventure and romance, where nature 

stretches out its arm to embrace you. Where you will not only see the nature’s romance but also 

know the history of Indian Freedom struggle’ the infamous Cellular Jail. 

 

A beautiful Sea of paradise on earth!! A perfect all- year warm ocean and welcoming sun and 

more wrapped up in one exquisite destination. 

 

What are you waiting for? Paradise beckons – The Andaman: one of the world’s most important 

biodiversity hotspots, a feast of plenty for nature – loving tourists and India’s best kept secret is 

waiting to be explored. 

 

Package Highlights 

 

Delux AC rooms & Cottages                Buffet meals as per planCruise transfers to HavelockExclusive SUV/Sedan    Sightseeing                                 Island Tours 

 

Suggested tour itinerary  

 

 

 

 

DAY 1 ARRIVE TO PORT BLAIR 

After you land in Port Blair, our travel executive would receive you at 
the airport and escort you to your hotel. After you fresh up and finish 
your lunch your day tour would start with a city tour.in the city we have 
a 5 points.Cellularjail,samudhrika,Chatam saw mill which is  a one of 
the oldest mill in aisa  and in this milll also you can see the bom pit 
which droped by japnese,After this we proceed to anthropolojical 
museum which is base upon our tribals like 
jarawa,noicobarese,GreatAndamanese.After this we  show you  the 

historic national memorial cellular jail also known as kaalapaani. Here you get to see the British 
era jail and the museum. In the evening the cellular jail comes alive with its light and sound 
show, which is a must watch to know the history of Andaman and the freedom movement. We 

shall end your first day tour in Port Blair with this show followed by dinner. 
 
 

 

 

DAY 2 PORT BLAIR:  NORTHBAY– ROSS ISLAND 



 
The two Island tour is one of the most anticipated activities for 
any tourist in Port Blair. Ross Island, the erstwhile capital of Port 
Blair during the British regime is under the control of Indian Navy 
because of its strategic location. This island hosts the remains of 
the British era buildings, swimming pool etc. While you whistle 
past the Coral reefs in your speedboat, you can fill your senses 
with the ethereal beauty that surrounds the north bay island. You 
can also discover the hidden treasures of the ocean by scuba 

diving or sea bed walking at an extra cost.  

DAY 3 PORT BLAIR TO NEIL ISLAND 

Neil Island is an island in the Andaman Islands of India, located in 
Ritchie's Archipelago. It is apparently named after James George Smith 
Neill, a British soldier who had sternly death. The island is located 40 
kilometers north-east of Port Blair. It is the southernmost island of 
Ritchie's Archipelago. After breakfast We will proceed to 
Bharatpur,Lakshmanpur. Then we show you the amazing rock 
formation which is most famous and innovative place. We shall end 
your tour in Neil Island with this show followed by dinner. Overnight 

staying next day morning we proceed to HAVELOCK ISLAND in govt ferry by covering one beach. 

 

 

Day 4 HAVELOCK ISLAND  

 

Get geared up to visit Asia’s No.7 beach rated by Times magazine. 
Reach Phoenix Bay jetty to board the Coastal cruise or Govt ferry 
to Havelock.  After a an 2 hour journey in the Andaman sea with 
the flying fishes and Dolphins(you may be lucky to sight some) 
reach Havelock islands. Our tour executive will receive you at the 
jetty and take you to Radhanagar beach. Spend your day in the 
No.1 beach in Asia. Enjoy the waves and miles of coast line. This 
virgin white sand beach is best place for swimming as there are 

no rocks in the coast and the waves are not too high. 
 

DAY 5 VISIT ELEPHANT BEACH  

 
Enjoy breakfast and then speedboat your way into the sparkling 
blue waters of the Andaman sea to reach the serene Elephant 
beach. Enjoy sunning by the sea, go for a swim or snorkel in its 
crystal waters. There are plenty of activities (Water scooter, 
Banana boat ride, Sofa ride etc) waiting for you. Snorkel in the 
clear waters wearing mask and fins with our dive master. Explore 
the underwater fish life. Our life guard will always be present with 

you for your safety. Evening board the return cruise to Port Blair. 
 
DAY 6 FLY BACK HOME 



 

This morning after breakfast, transfer to the airport to board your return flight back home. 
Arrive home with wonderful memories of your holiday with Travel Company India, which we 
are sure you will treasure for a lifetime. 
 

 

• Peak Season (15 Dec to 10 Jan) /New year/Christmas surcharge extra as applicable. 
 
PACKAGE INCLUDES 

 Accommodation in twin sharing Rooms at specified hotels & resort as per package. 

 Daily breakfast. 

 AC luxury car for all transfers/pick up-drop. 

 Havelock and Neil return transfers in luxury cruise. 

 Snorkeling in Elephant beach 

 Assistance at the airport at the time of arrival and departure 

 Miscellaneous charges like inner-line permits, porter services at hotel and all applicable 

taxes. 

 All Entry Tickets, ferry charges, forest permits, parking etc. 

 

 

PACKAGE  EXCLUDES 

Package Hotels in Port Blair Hotel/Resort in 
Havelock 

Hotel/Resort 
in Neil 

Cost per 
person 
CPAI 

Cost per 
person 
MPAI 

GST 

Luxury 
4* 
 

N.K 
International/Fortune/Sin
clairs/Sarovar/ Sea Shell 
(Deluxe), Megapode  
(Nicobari Hut), North 
Reef, Coral cove, sentinel,  
SR Castle. 

Barefoot, Munjoh/Sea 
Shell (Lagoon), Silver 
Sand, Symphony Palms 
(Lagoon), TSG Blue, 
Havelock island beach 
resort,  Wild Orchid 

TSG Aura, Silver 
Sand, Summer 
Sand, Holiday 
Inn, Sea Shell 

31,500/- 37,600/- +5% 

Executive 
3*4* 

Haywizz, TSG Emerald 
(Suite), TSG Grand, Hill 
Top International, 
Megapode, Shompen, GB 
Oceano Da Bay Inn, AT 
Villa, Blue Marlin 

Sea Shell, Symphony 
Palms, , Silver Spring, TSG 
Blue, holiday inn, Dolphin 

TSG Aura, 
Holiday Inn, 
Pearl Park 
Beach Resort,   

23,800 25,800/- +5% 

Deluxe 
3* 

Da Bay Inn,  Islander Inn, 
Driftwood, Mainak, 
Anchorage Inn, Sun Sea 
Resort, GB Oceano, AT 
Villa, Blue Marlin 

Radhakrishna, Gold Star 
Blue bird, Hoiliday Inn, 
Dolphin,  Elderado ,Cross 
Bill 

Pearl Park Bach 
Resort, 
Amulya,Tango 
Resort 

21,800/- 23,800/- +5% 

Premier 
3* 

Haywizz, N.K 
International, Palika 
Palace, Port Meridian, 
Serinity, Dream Palace, 
Anchorage Inn, Islander 
Inn, AT Villa, Blue Marlin 

Cross Bill, Elderado, 
Green Imperial, Dolphin, 
Radhakrishna, Gold  star 

Tang Resort, 
Amulya, Resort, 
Vacation Villa. 

19,900/- 21,900/- +5% 



 Air Fare/Train fare. 

 Personal Expenses such as Laundry, telephone calls, tips, mineral water and alcohol 

 Additional sightseeing or extra usage of vehicle, apart from the itinerary. 

 

 

 
 

We charge 50 % of the package cost as advance at the time of confirmation and the remaining 

50% is to be paid before arrival. 

 
CANCELLATION POLICY 

 

Cancellation charges per person 

✓ Prior to 45 days or more: 100% of tour cost 

✓ Between 44-31 days of departure: 10% of tour cost 

✓ Between 30-11 days of departure: 50% of tour cost 

✓ 10 days to date of departure: 70% 

✓ In case of no show: Full cost of the package. 

 

Add-on Packages 
 

Scuba Diving (Port Blair & Havelock) 
 

Discover Scuba    Rs.4500/- pp 

(With photography) 

 

Discover Scuba    Rs.5500/- pp 

(Havelock) 

 

Extra Dive   Rs.2000/- pp 

 

Game Fishing 

 
Game fishing    Rs.5500/- 

(Havelock) 

 

Game fishing   Rs. 13500/- 

Full day 
 

 

 
 

Speed boat ride 

Corbynscove beach  Rs.550/- 

 

Ross Island   Rs.3500/- 

North Bay    Rs.6500/- 

Elephant Beach (Havelock)   Rs.4500/- 



 

Snorkeling 

 

North Bay    Rs.800/- 

Jolly Bouy   Rs. 800/- 

Elephant Beach    Rs. 800/- 

 

 

Jet Ski (Water Scooter) 

Elephant Beach    Rs.950/- 

Corbyns Cove    Rs.750/- 

Water Sports Complex   Rs.750/- 

 

 

Pre-book your Scuba Dive/adventure 

activities/rides with our packages and get 

heavy discounts and exclusive service on add-

on packages.INTRODUCTION TO SCUBA DIVING 

"Journey to the Bay of Bengal in Asia and explore the 

magical Andaman Islands - a wondrous realm of 

stunning marine and coral reefs, swimming elephants, 

pristine beaches and mysterious tribes who exist 

beyond the reach of time. Pass through shimmering 

gates of coral and discover volcanic gardens of an 

underwater paradise. Here lions, unicorns and butterflies 

masquerade as fish. Dugongs play in the sea-grasses of 

shallow reefs that fringe the outer islands and every dive 

trip brings the promise of exploration and new 

discoveries" - Jacques Yves Cousteau  

 

Although dive pioneer Jacques Cousteau dived the 

waters around the Andaman Islands quite some time 

ago- it's only now that they are becoming one of the 

world's newest diving destinations which have yet to be 

explored properly for diving. After a 60 year period of virtual isolation from the outside 

world the Indian government has made a decision to allow limited, environmentally 

conscious tourism development in the islands.  

 

There is nothing like breathing underwater for the very first time. It takes a little getting 

used to –after all, human beings weren’t designed to do that – but after a few minutes 



of awestruck wonder, most participants realize how easy scuba diving really is. The 

biggest challenge instructors have with the Discover Scuba Diving program is not 

coaxing participants into the water, but coaxing them out when the program is over. 

The fun part? It’s all fun!  

Although diving is a recent development in India, the Andaman Islands offer some 

splendid diving and untouched coral reefs. A hidden jewel, waiting to be explored!  

 

With water temperatures not dropping below 26°C and averaging 28°C, diving here is 

extremely comfortable and enjoyable to learn. Visibility in our surrounding waters can 

vary from 5m-40m depending on the site and the season.  

 

Dive site: Northbayisland near Port Blair offers a variety of marine life which includes 

colourful fishes and beautiful corals.  

 

Certification: You will be awarded with a PADI certificate on successful completion of 

your first underwater scuba dive. As your Discover Scuba Diving program includes an 

actual scuba dive in open water, your experience shall count toward PADI Scuba Diver 

or Open Water Diver certification, putting you a step ahead of the game when you 

decide to go for it.  

 

Duration: Discover Scuba Diving is a complete programme that includes training on 

safety, use of scuba equipment and under water communication techniques. The 

actual underwater stay varies from 15-40 mins depending on the ability of the 

participant.  

 

Scuba gear you use: All the equipment you will 

need is typically included in a Discover Scuba 

Diving experience. You’ll use all the basic scuba 

gear including a scuba wetsuit, a mask , snorkel 

and fins, a buoyancy compensating jacket that 

also carries your scuba tank, a scuba regulator to 

breathe from and instrumentation to monitor 

depth and air supply. Allow us to unveil the 

underwater marvels of the Emerald Isles.  

 

Prerequisites: All you need for Scuba is the desire 

to dive. You must be above 10 yrs and free from 

asthma and cardiac diseases. Swimming is not mandatory as we have the best of dive 

masters to show you the underwater life for the first time. Allow us to unveil the 

underwater marvels of the Emerald Isles. 

 

 

 

FAQs 

The tourism infrastructure in these islands is not as developed as other parts of the 

country and that is what brings you more close to nature. Please don’t compare the 



facilities with other developed destinations. We deliver the best with the available 

resources. 

The services of the chauffer driven vehicle is for exclusive point to point transfer and the 

vehicle is not at the guests own disposal. Any extra use of vehicle shall be charged as 

per Govt. approved rates. 

FAQs 

1.   No one came to receive me at the Airport !! What do I do? 

In case you have not booked your air-tickets with us, please intimate your arrival flight 

details to us well in advance. We shall message you the tour co-ordinator and drivers 

contact details. All our bookings are computerised and vehicles are detailed one day 

in advance, so there is little chance for any goof up. Please look for the pla-card 

bearing your name. In case you are not able to find our representative please call your 

tour-coordinator. 

2. The driver of the car has changed; I want the same driver for my complete tour. 

All our drivers/tour executives are well trained, but it is not always possible to detail the 

same driver for the complete tour. If you wish to use the same car for your complete 

tour, please do let us know in advance. 

3. I was promised a TATA Indica car but this is a Scorpio/Xylo. 

We shall never de-grade the class of vehicle or rooms promised to you, but you may 

sometimes find an upgrade without any extra charges. 

4. I want a guide to assist me throughout the tour. 

All our drivers are well versant with the islands and double up as guides. In case you 

wish to have the services of an additional guide/Tour executive please let us know at 

the time of booking. 

5. I had booked Hotel XYZ but you called up to inform that I have been booked in 

hotel ABC. 

All our packages are designed as per category of hotels. For packages with 100% 

advance payment we confirm the rooms on receipt of payment. During peak seasons 

when a particular hotel is not available, we give the option of same category hotels. 

6. I could not find any room in hotel ABC online, How can you promise me the 

rooms ? 

We have tie up with almost all the reputed hotels in Andamans and the online inventory 

is different from our pre-booked agent inventory. The same applies for Flight and 

MAKRUZZ tickets. 

7. I had to pay the entry fee by myself in Ross Island. 



As the entry fee for Ross island is collected on arrival at Ross island, the same (Rs.40 per 

person) has to be paid by the guests directly at the counter. 

8. My boat to Havelock/Neil/Northbay has been cancelled due to bad weather. 

What do I do? 

In case of any cancellation of sailings due to bad weather, an alternate arrangement 

shall be made by us. You will be given the option to alter your itinerary as per your 

comfort and interest. Any cost arising extra will have to be borne by the guest. 

9. I have paid the full advance for my tour, but when I called the hotel they denied 

any booking in my name. 

We book the hotels on the Guest’s name. Sometimes due to delay in updating the 

records or slow internet connection the reservation may not confirm your booking over 

the phone. The reservation offices of  the resorts in Havelock are located in Port Blair, 

hence the resorts get updated of the bookings late. Once you have made the 

payment, you can be assured of confirmed reservation. For any queries please contact 

our office. 

10. Which is the best Mobile network in Andamans? 

BSNL,Airtel,Vodafone and Reliance are the major cellular operators in Andamans. But 

BSNL is the one with the best network coverage. 

11. My flight is cancelled, what do I do? 

In case your flight is cancelled, ask the airline to shift you to the other Airlines operating 

on the same day. In case they are unable to do so, ask them to re-schedule your ticket 

for the next day. Inform us immediately so that we can make the necessary changes in 

your bookings. 

12. Are ATM’s available in all islands ? Do I need to carry cash ? 

Although ATM’s are available in almost all islands, but it is recommended to carry cash 

with you, especially while visiting Havelock and other islands. 

13.  I speak only Bengali, but the driver doesn’t!! 

All our staff do speak Hindi and English. Tamil and Bengali being the most commonly 

used languages in Andamansis understood by almost all our staff. In case you have any 

difficulty communicating, do let your tour coordinator know. He shall do the needful. 

14. I want a sea view room, will that cost extra money ? 

Yes, there are only few hotels in Port Blair with sea view and they charge extra for those 

rooms, although the hotels showcase only sea view rooms in their websites but the 

prices mentioned are for base category rooms and not sea view rooms. In case you 

want a sea view room, please let us know at the time of booking. Since you spend most 



of your time in tours and activities, we do not recommend spending extra for sea view 

rooms as you hardly spend time in your hotel room. 

14. I was offered scuba diving for a cheaper price in Northbay/Havelock by a 

guide/boat boy. Why so? 

Scuba diving is a fun activity which can go terribly wrong if not done professionally. We 

recommend diving with PADI certified dive masters only. We have tied up with Barefoot 

and Dive Mantra (The best dive center in Andamans) which are Govt. recognized dive 

centers, with professional divers to take you under water.  

For further information contact : 

The Travel India Company 
146/A, Next to Indrayani Hosptial, Ramdaspeth 

Nagpur 440010, M.H 
Contact: +91 822 300 0055 

Email: thetravelcompanyindia@gmail.com 
Website: www.thetravelcompanyindia.com  
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